Introduction

The crisis that took the fall of the authoritarian regime in Brazil, in the end of the years 1970, it shattered excessively all the spheres of the daily social. The physical education was not unharmed to this process. As "reflex of a reality that needed to be transformed", in that area everything was questioned by the scientific community's certain portion that it elaborated severe critics to the attributed partner-political paper the that discipline, that is, of ideological alignment to the established power during the period of the military dictatorship. Like this, we will observe an intense academic production and the emergency of different and, not rare divergentes conceptions, initially classified as "progressive".

Some authors, soon in the first moments of that process, they pointed the "existent exaggeration" between that academic production and the effective practice of the physical education in the daily school. Questioned with relationship to that estrangement between the theory" and the "practice", many started to address your studies to make possible and to give materiality to your proposals in the ambit of the pedagogic practice.

Today, after approximately twenty-five years of those first publications in the area of the physical education, we believed to be important that is verified and that your influence is analyzed (and consequences) in the mischievous pedagogic practices to effect in the school middle. The objective of that study is it of verifying, in the ambit of the physical education, the critics and the proposals formulated by the scientific community, in the last thirty years, in what he/she refers to the pedagogic practice they found resonance in the school middle.

In the first contacts accomplished the schools close to it could be verified that the contents and activities characterized as game, so much in your dimension lúdica as in your sporting dimension, they are supplied thoroughly by the teachers of that discipline. The fact of the game, considered in your dimensions playful and sporting, to be one of the contents more subject in the proposals also elaborated by the studied authors, for times in an exclusive way, she did with that in him we centered our attention, limiting in that way our work to the observation of your manifestations in practice pedagogic in the school middle.

To assist our objectives we opted in this investigation for the methodological delineation of the qualitative research, because we understood that the intended analysis surpasses in a wider way that bounded by the objective data (TRIVINOS, 1992). The information for the research were collected at schools of fundamental and medium teaching, starting from observations accomplished in the physical education classes registered in field diaries.

I. physical education in the School: what says the legislation and the official documents

In this part of the text we revisited the Brazilian legislation and some referring official documents the education. We tried to point out aspects of the legislation and of the documents that we considered important for the analysis that we intended to develop about the school physical education.

The Federal Constitution (CF) of 1988 it considered the access the education as one of the citizen's social rights (Art, 6th), and as a duty of the State and of the family (Art. 205), besides stipulating your beginnings (Art. 206). The right the education was regulated eight years after having promulgated CF 1988, in 1996, through the Law of Guidelines and Bases of the Education (LDB). LDB disciplines the school education in Brazil, determining that she is rendered predominantly through the teaching and in own institutions (paragraph 1st, Art. 1st). In the paragraph 2nd, still of Art. 1st, it establishes that the school education should be linked to the work and the social practice. The entail to the work is reinforced in Art. 2nd of that law: The education (...) he has for purpose the student's full development, your preparation for the exercise of the citizenship and your qualification for the work (I underline our). It is it also stipulates as beginning the vinculação among the school education, the work and the social practices (Art. 3rd, interruption XI).


The duty of the State to the education is defined in Art. 4th of LDB and it should be executed, among other, with the warranty of * patterns minima of teaching quality, defined as the variety and amount low, for student, of indispensable inputs to the development of the teaching-learning " process.

LDB credits to the schools the responsibility for " to elaborate and to execute your pedagogic * proposal (Art. 12, interruption I) and " to veil for the execution of the plan of work of each educational " one (Art. 12, interruption IV).

In Art. 13 LDB establishes the teachers' incumencies, of the which we detached " the participation of the elaboration of the pedagogic proposal of the establishment of the teaching " (interruption I), to " elaborate and to accomplish work plan, second pedagogic proposal of the school " (interruption II), to " care for and for the student's " learning (interruption III).

In what he/she specifically refers to the physical education, LDB stipulates that she will owe " (...) to be integrated into the pedagogic proposal of the school, it is component curricular of the Basic Education (infantile, fundamental and average), being adjusted to the age groups and the conditions of the school population, being optional in the night * courses (Art. 26, paragraph 3rd).

With relationship to the contents curriculares of the basic education LDB establishes that should be followed the following guidelines (Art. 27): "orientation for the work" (interruption III) and "promotion of the educational sport and support to the no-formal" sport practices (interruption IV).

The fundamental teaching has as one of your objectives " the development of the learning capacity, tends in view the acquisition of knowledge and abilities and the development of the human's and values" (Art. 32, interruption III, LDB); in the medium teaching he/she stands out the student's aprimoramento as human person, including the ethical formation and the development of the intellectual autonomy and of the critical " thought (Art 36, interruption III, LDB).

It is worth to point out the federal government's initiative, soon after the sanction of LDB, when proposing Parameters National Curriculares (PCNs). The Parameters were formulated with instrumental purpose to aid the teacher in relation to your pedagogic practice in the school of fundamental teaching. Two documents were built: the first, to assist the demands of the first
four series of the fundamental teaching; the second, to assist the demands of the four final series of the fundamental teaching.

In what he/she refers to the first four series, the Parameters (2000, p. 15) they consider that the physical education is important because "it makes possible the students to have, early, the opportunity to develop corporeal abilities and of participating in cultural activities, as games, sports, fights, gymnastics and dances, with leisure purposes, expression of feelings, affections and emotions." With relationship to the four final series, the Parameters (1998, p. 15) they point out that the physical education "makes possible an amplification on the corporeal culture of movement, and, like this, it makes possible the autonomy for the development of a personal practice and the capacity of interfering in the community (...)".

It should be noticed that PCNs incorporates certain conceptual aspects and of the critic formulated to the traditional "physical education ", elaborated by some authors.

The National Plan of Education (PNE), approved for the Law no. 10.172, of January 9, 2001, it defined the guidelines and the goals of the education for one decade. The physical education appears mentioned in the following guideline of PNE: "the creation of the Physical Education Division (DEF) close to structure of the Department of Education of Ministry of Education, in the middle of the decade of 1950, because it was aimed at to improve the Brazilian athletes results in international competitions. Now they exist a group of proposed that trace other perspectives for the game and, also, for the sport, while content of the discipline physical education in the school. Those break from the critic to the process of "esportivização" of the contents of the school physical education, that it assumed the codes of the revenue sport implicating, in the words of Bracht (1992, p. 22)[...]

d) adaptation of the school buildings for the students' bearers of special "needs attendance.

c) spaces for the sport, recreation, library and service of school snack;

II. School physical education: between the game and the sport

Among the activities of the sphere of the corporeal culture of movement, as we already pointed out, it interests us those that contain characteristics of the game "practices considering your two forms of manifestations: the lúdica and the sporting.

Proposed for the use of the game with educational purposes they are not innovation in the pedagogic science. In Brazil, Fernando of Azevedo, Lourenço Filho, Anísio Teixeira among other members of the group that was known as Pioneers of the New School, dedicated to the creation of the school middle culture and also in the public recreation (KISCHIMOTO, 1993). That perspective "developed" for an approach of the physical education with the sport starting from the creation of the Physical Education Division (DEF) close to structure of the Department of Education of Ministry of Education, in the middle of the decade of 1950, because it was aimed at to improve the Brazilian athletes results in international competitions. Now they exist a group of proposed that trace other perspectives for the game and, also, for the sport, while content of the discipline physical education in the school. Those break from the critic to the process of "esportivização" of the contents of the school physical education, that it assumed the codes of the revenue sport implicating, in the words of Bracht (1992, p. 22)[...]

The Program Second Time has been criticized in the scientific community's ambit in several aspects, among which the most recent government proposal, in the federal level, to implement the practice of the sport in the school has your origin in the Ministry of the Sport, with the Program Second Time. In agreement with the site of the program, your objective is it of democratizing the access to the sporting practice, through sporting activities and of leisure accomplished in the school against-shift. He has the purpose of collaborating for the social inclusion, physical well-being, promotion of the health and intellectual and human development, and to assure the exercise of the citizenship.

The Program Second Time has been criticized in the scientific community's ambit in several aspects, among which she can highlight: inadequacy of financial resources, political use of the program, dissonance among intended him/it and executed him/it, inefficiency in the physical and financial execution. Besides, most of the time, the program is implanted at the schools without articulation with your political-pedagogic projects.

III. The observed schools

The study is being accomplished in ten (10) schools that belong to the public net (municipal and state) and toilet of teaching of the municipal districts of Pelotas and Rio Grande, both belonging to the State of Rio Grande do Sul. The schools possess complete fundamental teaching and they are located in the periphery and in the center of the two cities. That heterogeneity is deliberate, because it allows the control of variables you affect to the socioeconomic conditions in what he/she tells respects and influences in the miscellaneous pedagogic actions to effect in the daily school.

With relationship to the material aspects (infrastructure and material resources) of the schools, he hoped to meet significant disparities, especially among the public and private schools, with advantages for the last ones. That didn't happen as rule, because we found so much schools of the public net with great material conditions as schools of the net deprived with unfavorable conditions to the practice of the physical education. The educational politics implanted in the municipal districts it seems to be the decisive factor in this aspect. In one of them the Clerkship of Education has for politics to provide all the resources requested by the teachers, besides building spaces in the schools adapted to the practice of the physical education, with focus in the sports (gyms, blocks).

All the researched schools possess teachers with degree course in physical education and in your largest part with masters degree courses in specialization level. In what she concerns the state schools, it was observed that the effective teachers were being, in a growing way, substituted by contracted teachers, that reveals the instauration of a process of...
It was evidenced at all the schools the formulation of the Political-pedagogic Projects (PPP). In a general way, all present wide objectives, of the educational point of view, as the one of forming people critical, conscious, responsible, with capacity to interact in the middle in that they live, participating in the community, making decisions, forming conscience of your rights and duties, finally, participating as citizen of the society.

Although PPPs of the observed schools, in your largest part, don't specify the relative activities to the physical education discipline, when these are approached they almost refer that exclusively to the sporting practices. Some schools still offer activities "extracurriculares" as, for instance, soccer schools, initiation in tennis and dance classes.

In some schools it was possible to access the plans of courses and the planning of the teachers' activities. The disparity among the contents selected for groups and students with "similar socioeconomic profiles" is the most evident characteristic found in those documents. Another observed characteristic is the selection of contents concentrated on the collective games, in your dimension essentially sporting.

The observations accomplished in the physical education classes they allowed to verify, still in a very preliminary way, that the developed contents are centered in practice of some sports, mainly volleyball and handball. In some schools, the classes are organized, usually, containing three parts: initial, where heating exercises are accomplished; main, where the basic elements of the games are developed through "educational ", and, a final part, integrated by comments accomplished by the teacher or simply for the students' liberation for us to come back to the classes.

**Final Considerations**

In the apprenticeship in that meets the research it is not us possible to formulate definitive conclusions, just to point some tendencies starting from the accomplished observations. He seems to be correct the verifications accomplished by the studied authors as the prevalência of the content sport in the physical education classes. Without a doubt, it is big the influence of the sport in your "revenue manifestations" in that discipline. Of the point of view of the corporeal culture of movement, the monoculture "of the sport is a limitation is tended as reference the group of possible experiences and considered fundamental for the student's development. Besides, in that type of manifestation of the sport they betrongly presents exclusion elements for being him/her inherent the seletividade through the competition and of the physical "revenue". Above all, possibilities of other characteristic existences of the sphere lúdica are eliminated and constituted by other human values. Like this, contradictions are evidenced among what it is proposed in official documents and scientific production of the area and the reality of the school physical education. Above all, this fact leads to another immediate contradiction, due to the conditions (or their inexistence) of most of the schools that you/they disable your efetivação in the daily school, in other words, most of the schools doesn't possess the necessary conditions to implant the revenue sport in all your expression, just staying the same as a "reference" to be pursued like this, the problems presented by authors as the prevalência of the sport in your "manifestation" in that discipline. Of the point of view of the corporal culture of movement, the studied authors as the prevalência of the content sport in the physical education classes. Without a doubt, it is big the influence of the sport in your "revenue manifestations" in that discipline. Of the point of view of the corporeal culture of movement, the monoculture "of the sport is a limitation is tended as reference the group of possible experiences and considered fundamental for the student's development. Besides, in that type of manifestation of the sport they betrongly presents exclusion elements for being him/her inherent the seletividade through the competition and of the physical "revenue". Above all, possibilities of other characteristic existences of the sphere lúdica are eliminated and constituted by other human values. Like this, contradictions are evidenced among what it is proposed in official documents and scientific production of the area and the reality of the school physical education. Above all, this fact leads to another immediate contradiction, due to the conditions (or their inexistence) of most of the schools that you/they disable your efetivação in the daily school, in other words, most of the schools doesn't possess the necessary conditions to implant the revenue sport in all your expression, just staying the same as a "reference" to be pursued like this, the problems presented by authors as the prevalência of the sport in your "manifestation" in that discipline. Of the point of view of the corporal culture of movement, the studied authors as the prevalência of the content sport in the physical education classes. Without a doubt, it is big the influence of the sport in your "revenue manifestations" in that discipline. Of the point of view of the corporeal culture of movement, the monoculture "of the sport is a limitation is tended as reference the group of possible experiences and considered fundamental for the student's development. Besides, in that type of manifestation of the sport they betrongly presents exclusion elements for being him/her inherent the seletividade through the competition and of the physical "revenue". Above all, possibilities of other characteristic existences of the sphere lúdica are eliminated and constituted by other human values. Like this, contradictions are evidenced among what it is proposed in official documents and scientific production of the area and the reality of the school physical education. Above all, this fact leads to another immediate contradiction, due to the conditions (or their inexistence) of most of the schools that you/they disable your efetivação in the daily school, in other words, most of the schools doesn't possess the necessary conditions to implant the revenue sport in all your expression, just staying the same as a "reference" to be pursued like this, the problems presented by authors as the prevalência of the sport in your "manifestation" in that discipline. Of the point of view of the corporal culture of movement, the studied authors as the prevalência of the content sport in the physical education classes. Without a doubt, it is big the influence of the sport in your "revenue manifestations" in that discipline. Of the point of view of the corporeal culture of movement, the monoculture "of the sport is a limitation is tended as reference the group of possible experiences and considered fundamental for the student's development. Besides, in that type of manifestation of the sport they betrongly presents exclusion elements for being him/her inherent the seletividade through the competition and of the physical "revenue". Above all, possibilities of other characteristic existences of the sphere lúdica are eliminated and constituted by other human values. Like this, contradictions are evidenced among what it is proposed in official documents and scientific production of the area and the reality of the school physical education. Above all, this fact leads to another immediate contradiction, due to the conditions (or their inexistence) of most of the schools that you/they disable your efetivação in the daily school, in other words, most of the schools doesn't possess the necessary conditions to implant the revenue sport in all your expression, just staying the same as a "reference" to be pursued like this, the problems presented by authors as the prevalência of the sport in your "manifestation" in that discipline. Of the point of view of the corporal culture of movement, the studied authors as the prevalência of the content sport in the physical education classes. Without a doubt, it is big the influence of the sport in your "revenue manifestations" in that discipline. Of the point of view of the corporeal culture of movement, the monoculture "of the sport is a limitation is tended as reference the group of possible experiences and considered fundamental for the student's development. Besides, in that type of manifestation of the sport they betrongly presents exclusion elements for being him/her inherent the seletividade through the competition and of the physical "revenue". Above all, possibilities of other characteristic existences of the sphere lúdica are eliminated and constituted by other human values. Like this, contradictions are evidenced among what it is proposed in official documents and scientific production of the area and the reality of the school physical education. Above all, this fact leads to another immediate contradiction, due to the conditions (or their inexistence) of most of the schools that you/they disable your efetivação in the daily school, in other words, most of the schools doesn't possess the necessary conditions to implant the revenue sport in all your expression, just staying the same as a "reference" to be pursued like this, the problems presented by authors as the prevalência of the sport in your "manifestation" in that discipline. Of the point of view of the corporal culture of movement, the studied authors as the prevalência of the content sport in the physical education classes. Without a doubt, it is big the influence of the sport in your "revenue manifestations" in that discipline. Of the point of view of the corporeal culture of movement, the monoculture "of the sport is a limitation is tended as reference the group of possible experiences and considered fundamental for the student's development. Besides, in that type of manifestation of the sport they betrongly presents exclusion elements for being him/her inherent the seletividade through the competition and of the physical "revenue". Above all, possibilities of other characteristic existences of the sphere lúdica are eliminated and constituted by other human values.

ABSTRACT

In the last three proposed several decades they were elaborated seeking to improve the pedagogic practice of the physical education in the school ambit. This study aims at to verify the impacts of those proposals starting from the analysis of the work developed in that discipline in the schools of the Public and Private Net of the city of Pelotas and Rio Grande (RS). It is treated of studies of cases that use as instrument for collection of data observations, interviews, documental and bibliographical analysis. The study demonstrated that in the daily scholar of the physical education, the sport is the predominant content in the classes. Of the point of view of the corporal culture of movement, the "monoculture" of the sport is a limitation tended as the reference the group of possible experiences and considered fundamental for the student's development. Besides, in the sport it is strongly present exclusion elements for being him/her inherent the seletividade through the competition and of the physical "revenue". Above all, possibilities of other existences of the sphere playable are eliminated constituted by other human values. Like this, it is verified contradictions among what it is proposed in official documents, the scientific production of the area and the reality of the school physical education.
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